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SYRINGOMYELIA, when it presents itself by 
typical  symptoms,  may  be  readily recognized; 
for there  are now on my record many cases 
in which the ante-mortem diagnosis was 
confirmed by  the autopsy. 

The diagnosis.of syringomyelia, like  thdt of 
any other disease, ,is made by the presence 
of a  certain number of symptoms ; and the 
difficulty in diagnosing always increase as 
the picture presented .by  the  symptoms- 
complex  departs from ' that regarded as 
typical of the disease. 

While such highly distinctive features as 
dissociation of sensation in syringomyelia, 
tremor in paralysis agitans,  and ataxia in tabes 
are of the utmost value when present in these 
diseases, we should, if possible, be able to 
recognize these affections  ,in the absence of 
their most distinctive signs. 

Now that  the symptoms distinctive of,  a 
, typical case of syringomyelia are  pretty well 

known, the question will often come up in, 
indi3idual cases presenting symptom-groups; 
exhibiting more or less departure from the 
clinical picture of syri,ngomyelia, which we 
may call the type;" as  to whether -or  not 
they  are cases  of this affection. I t  inay be 
that  the diagnostic  importance of this or that 
symptom  has been over-estimated, or~that  the 
M 1  s,ignificance of others  has  not been f!llly 
realized. As is well known, there : are  a 
considerable t i~mber  of cases of syringomyelia 
which present' so few symptoms as to make 
their recognition impossible. There i s  a 
cektiiin number of other casks, it is reasonable 
to suppose, which are not now recognized, but 
which  will be when our.  interpretation of the 
significance of the various symptoms  and., 
their  relations  to-each  other shall have become 
more exact. 

The chief interest in the case about to be 
related  centres  upon  this' question of diagnosis. 
Although I a m  o'f the opinion that the' case is 
really' one of syringomyelia, . I '  ,can readily 
understaiid how ' this diagnosis might be 
questidned ; and  my main object in bringing 
tKe 'case b16forec this Association is that  it may 
lje fully ,di$cu'ssed. If it be accepted as a case 
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of syringomyelia, we shall  have to some extent 
increased the horizon of our clinical know- 
ledge of this disease. 

History.-Warried manj aged fifty years ; 
store-keeper-; good habits;:.denies syphilis. 

About  eight  years ago he -w;p seized  'with 
what  he calls 'f, terrific '' pains in the back and 
the shoulders, which, lasted,  about  sixty days. 
'Then for about  the $?me, length of time he 
was free from them, when they returned and 
lasted  about  nine  months,  then  again ceased, 
and  he  has been ,only pccasionally troubled 
with them since. 

A few months  later he ,  noted  a  certain 
(( clumsiness " of hi,s fingers, He ,could nof 
tie a  package with the.  same facility as 
formerly ; his cigar would often fall from 
between his fingers, anb. unless his eyes were 
directed upon it, he would not know that i.t 
had fallcn. He cqyld not,grasp objects  with 
the  same  certainty ,as before, and he required 
the use of his eyesight ,a great deal in their 
execution. , About $his time  he  began,  to' 
notice that  the segse, ,of appreciation of hot 
objects !was defective in ,his hands,.  and  he 
often burned his fingerq in consequence. He 
noted, too, that  blisters, raised reagi1y:on h i s  
fingers ; and  that,  this, was not  due to defectiv,e 
heat-sense.  alone is. sllown byl his pt?time,nt 
that blisters  have:  appeared, on the fingers 
after. he  had  grasped, objects like steam-pipes 
of known temperature, and which had  not, at 
the same  temperature,ever  produced  blisttring 
before the onset ,of ..,this, trouble. Through 
the exercise of unusual c;aution, he  has  greatly, 
of late years, lessened the number of these 
accidents. , , ': ~, ,,.$ ~ : 

.No blistering:. os ulcers occurred, except 
through heat  in.  the ;way:  descqibed. .He  has 
always recognized, colc]. *objects,b@ter,than  hot 
ones. Soon  after:  the o,t;lsef; he ,eyperienced a 
sensation as though,  ,co.rds ,,yere, about his 
waist. This lasteg only about two months; 
Almost from the. beginning of ,the trouble  he 
has, at times, noted  tremor in his hands, 
particularly a k r  use., .SJe,ry: early - in ,   the  
disease he observed weakness, of his shoulder 
and  arm muscles, & p d  this  has slowly i,ncrqased. 
The back of his neck wa$ remarkqbly  sensitive 
to touch  (more so,at'some times  than  others),; 
he  states  that a fly walking across it felt  like  a 
red-hot iron. ._ c .. \ - "  

Although. a great  qealdisabled, he managed 
to go  about from place to place, acting.  as 
agerit, until! quite' recently, ,when. he, %suffered 
to some extent in a kailroacl wreck  It was 
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